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Setting Immunization Defaults
The most frequent issue that occurs with immunization entries is that the entries do not have a specified
Organization or Service Delivery Location (SDL) noted.
Erroneous data results when immunizations are either missing or have incorrect organizations and/or
SDLs. The general impacts of having missing or incorrect organizations/SDLs are as follows:
1. It results in imprecise numbers to support MHSAL decisions for any stock distribution or re-distribution
amongst SDLs.
2. It results in inaccurate numbers for determining where the public are seeking/receiving services. For
example, last year there were 8,000 doses of flu vaccine that have unspecified Organizations and SDLs.
Inventory requests may be reconciled with administered doses from your organization or service delivery
location in the registry.
3. Immunizations may not be eligible for cost per dose funding from Manitoba Health, Seniors and Active
Living (MHSAL), since immunizations are not associated with a funded organization (e.g. influenza
immunizations provided by regional occupational health programs receive cost-per-dose funding).
All users should therefore please set their defaults so that the correct organization and SDLs are assigned
to each immunization entered.
If immunization entries made at your site are always administered at your site, you should be setting your
immunization defaults to apply to every immunization entered on behalf of immunizers at your facility.
Please review instructions for how to set up your immunization defaults here:
http://www.panoramamanitoba.ca/files/pan-nph-m3-sudef.pdf

If you have any questions on how to set up your defaults, please email the Manitoba eHealth Service
desk at servicedesk@manitoba-ehealth.ca. Be sure to include ‘Panorama’ in the subject line of your
email.

Website Links
The Panorama website is found at http://www.panoramamanitoba.ca. You can also access it from within the
Panorama application by clicking the Help button or the question mark.

Notice of Change Form
Please remember to help clients keep their Manitoba Health Card information current and up-to-date. Any
official updates made to the information that is found on client’s card are sent to Panorama daily. Panorama
has a link to the online Notice of Change Form on the main dashboard page. The Notice of Change Form can
be used to notify MHSAL of:



Need for a replacement health card



Need to change an address on the health card



Permanent move outside the Province of Manitoba



Need to delete a spouse from a health card due to divorce/separation

